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SEATTLE // DAY 1 
Meet fellow travelers and expedition staff at a festive welcome dinner.  
Four Seasons Hotel Seattle 

KAMCHATKA PENINSULA, RUSSIA // DAYS 2–4
Cross the international date line, losing a day before landing in Russia’s 
Kamchatka Peninsula. No roads or railway lines connect the peninsula to 
the rest of the continent, making it one of the most remote places on the 
planet. Opt to climb aboard a six-wheel-drive Russian Kamaz vehicle for a 
cross-country jaunt to the foot of two spectacular ice-capped volcanoes, or 
alternatively, take a boat cruise along the coast where you can fish for local 
catch, view seabird colonies and observe indigenous marine animals. 
Bel-Kam-Tour Hotel

VLADIVOSTOK, RUSSIA (FOUR-NIGHT TRANS-SIBERIAN 
RAILWAY JOURNEY) // DAYS 5–9
Visit a preserved World War II submarine and the Vladivostok fortress 
before embarking on the well-appointed Golden Eagle train, chartered 
exclusively for our group. Learn about the unique history of Russia’s remote 
Far East at the Khabarovsk Regional Museum. In Ulan-Ude, step back in time 
at the Old Believer’s village, where a small community has maintained their 
traditional way of life for centuries. As the train approaches Lake Baikal, the 
world’s oldest and deepest lake, stop for photos and a bracing swim before 
enjoying a picnic on the shores. Conclude your train journey in Irkutsk, the 
“Paris of Siberia” built by exiled Russian revolutionaries in the 19th century.  
Golden Eagle Train

ULAANBATAAR AND GOBI DESERT OR GORKHI-TERELJ 
NATIONAL PARK, MONGOLIA  // DAYS 9–11
Nomadic people and wildlife dominate Mongolia’s undisturbed landscapes, 
where the horse is the most common mode of transport outside urban areas. In 
the capital city Ulaanbataar, explore the Gandan Monastery, one of the few to 
survive the religious purges of 1937. Venture into the Gobi Desert to experience 
dramatic landscapes along with time-honored Mongolian hospitality.  If you’ve 
already been to the Gobi and want to experience a different side of Mongolia, 
travel to Gorkhi-Terelj National Park. An easy respite from the urban 
capital, the park is a protected area with alpine-like terrain, fascinating rock 
formations and local wildlife. Shangri-La Hotel, Ulaanbaatar; Three Camel 
Lodge or Terelj Hotel and Spa 

RIGA, LATVIA // DAYS 12–13
Gothic spires, stunning Art Deco buildings and Soviet-style blocks 
harmoniously coexist in Latvia’s capital, Riga, founded in the 13th century. 
Explore the Riga Art Nouveau Museum, once the apartment of famed Latvian 
architect Konstantins Peksens, and the neoclassical National Opera House. 

Price includes all private jet transportation, accommodations, meals, educational programs, philanthropy programs and more. Commercial airfare to Seattle and from Boston is not included. For your 
protection and peace of mind, all payments are secured in an escrow account that is fully insured by the U.S. government. This is a proposal. The itinerary, price and other details are subject to change.

Gobi Desert, Mongolia
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Experience Latvia’s somber past at the Salaspils Memorial and visit the 
country’s only synagogue to survive Nazi occupation.  Grand Palace Hotel

HELSINKI, FINLAND // DAYS 14–16
Finland’s vibrant capital comes to life during long summer days. Stroll down 
the Esplanade, a lush greenway flanked by lively streets filled with boutique 
and cafés. Peruse the stalls at Old Market Hall, which has operated since the 
19th century. Explore the unique Temppeliaukio Church, carved directly 
into the bedrock, and the Suomenlinna, a maritime fortress and UNESCO 
World Heritage site.  Hotel Kämp

TALLINN, ESTONIA // DAYS 16
Take a day trip across the Gulf of Finland to Estonia. Wander the narrow 
cobblestone streets of Tallinn’s medieval Old Town, past spired churches and 
red-tiled buildings, before exploring the contrasts of its modern city center. 
Take in expansive views of Tallinn and the coast from Toompea Castle, an 
ancient stronghold set high on a hill. Return to Helsinki for a night.  

REYKJAVIK, ICELAND // DAYS 17–19
In the summer, this colorful capital city enjoys 22 splendid hours of 
sunlight. The seemingly endless days allow for plenty of time to explore the 
city’s modern dining scene and embark on outdoor adventures. Soak in the 
natural hot springs of the Blue Lagoon. See Iceland’s famous geysers, refresh 
in the mists of Gullfoss, or hike in HeidmÖrk Nature Reserve. Hotel Borg

ILULISSAT, GREENLAND // DAYS 20–21
Land in western Greenland and take a charter flight to the remote town of 
Ilulissat. Marvel at the spectacular landscape on a flightseeing tour over 
the Ilulissat Icefjord, followed by an easy hike to the glacier. Cruise past the 
expansive Eqi Glacier for a chance to see icebergs in formation and explore 
the Inuit ruins at Sermermiut.  Hotel Arctic

BOSTON | HOME // DAYS 22–23
Fly to Boston and relax overnight before catching your independent flight 
home.  Four Seasons Hotel Boston

For more information, please visit 
our website TCSWORLDTRAVEL.CO.UK 
or contact Lindsey Spagnol at 
LINDSEY.SPAGNOL@TCSWORLDTRAVEL.COM 
or +44 (0) 7469 726736


